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IMAGE DEGRADATION IN AERIAL IMAGERY DUPLICATES
Introduction
Investigators working with JSC Earth Resources Aircraft F~ogram (CRAP)
imagery seldom have access to original camera films for analysis. They
work with either a second or third generation duplicate.
The procedure for investigators to obtain duplicates, until recently,
was specification of a-second generation duplicate (made directly from the
original) which was made and delivered by JSC. The current procedure calls
for many investigators - to order their duplicates from the E ROS Da-i Center
(EDC) in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
JSC delivers a second generation duplicate - to EDC therefore many investi-
gators would receive a duplicate of that duplicate, a third generation copy
of the original test film.
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A is the angle between the incident light direction and the scattered direction
where; polarized light is used, I o is the incident light intensity
is = 2n/A, X is the wavelength of the light being used, V is the
volume of the scattering particle, K is the distance fror •,^ the
scattering particle to detector, which receives light of intensity
I, and n is the index of refraction of the scattering, particle,
the aerosol. It is unfortunate that the terr y involving n has the
difference between 1 and n therein. A perusal of :;t-indard handbooks
of physical propert::.es of elements and compounds shows n varies widely,
from 0.82 for cadmium to 2.78 for thalliun iodide. These are some
of the extremes but the variation within these limits is rather wide,
for exarple some of the elements being studied in the trace element
study by neutron activation have corrpounds with indices: :b from
1.89 to 1.97, :ig from 1.49 to 2.45, ?-if at 1.56, Pt 1.63 to 1.76 and
so on. Because these occur in the terra (n-1) the variation is large.
Because this (n-1) tee is souared the "error" is doubled. 2 , 3 'lery
substantial errors can therefore be introducer.' using tl:e conventional
approach indicated in Reference 1. Recently there has ap peared in the
literatiz-2 an apparatus using light scattering which purports to cbviate
or rdnir:ize t ^ s index of --2fraction error. 4 'his apparatus, hct,:ever,
still suffers from the shall particle limitation cites above.
Znus it seem that it would be advavtagtGous in the studies of
suspended aerosols to develo p a mie thcd similes= to light scat ter_ng
in that it incorporates its acvan-ages vet rjnirized its shortco mings.
The LADS	 tA bloc: c:_agram for the LDS appears in the figure be'_cxv. .
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L:ach of these will be described now.
I. Laser: t:.is is a stari,,^u- ,d ccx:nrrcially a,. ,ailable low power (tiLnw)
continuous WLI V-2 fie-:.e laser. Its co.t is less than , r+oo. 17,i:. laser
gives :3ufficlent interlslty wltll careful optical de: inn to ".see" 0.461
W JXIMiclOS, i •v actual light .cat*_ering, measurc:rrK_^nt:_ No :;miller
aerosols -ire vet available in this laboratory.) It appeaMl that the
signal to	 ratio withi 0.481 u particles wi ll c l low dh: tect i on of
0.2 jj particles without significant sig7 ►al processing! (i.e. , using;
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only a low-pass filter). Tads limit, with only clemc_ntary
processing,can be extended downward by simply increasing
of the laser. It is, however, better to extend the lower
vore sophisticated signal processing, which for reasons t
later are not possible in conventional light scattering.
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This optical system i
abo-.lt the velocity of the
difference in frequencies
that from bear 21, when the
the particles. A blow up
below.
s a heterodyne system. That is, inforrtiaticn
accelerated particles is gleaned from the 	 IF
bet:.-een the light scattered `rcn tear: 1 and
two are -fixed in the optical system follow 4rkg
of the intersection o: beams 1 and 2 is giver.
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PARTICLE	 C
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From the special theory of relativity s the Doppler frequency is
Y = Yo[ (1 + v 11 /O/(l ' ' u /c) ] 1/2
for away/toward where Y is the frequency o. - light received, Yo
is the frequency of light of the source, v., is the speed of
the moving receiver (or source) 1n the directicn of the light
beam and c is the speed of lip)it in.a vacuum. ^!e compute the
frequency of light recei-:!d by the scattering particle due to
this LX)ppler shifting.
For bean X11 1 the particle has a veiucity v„ = v cos0l.
Hence the frequency ttkat is received by the particle due to beam
#1 is
1/2
Y1 = YoC(1 + v cosY/(1 - v cospl)]C	 c
(the pair of sign that are chosen are due to the particle's moving to-
ward the sour re) .
For bey • -i -2, the received signal similarly is
Y 2 = y'o((1 - v cos^ 2 )PI + v cos*2)]1/2
C	 c
It.	 r
Some simplifying algebra, plus the excellent approxi:7a:ion v 2/t'- -1
so that v2 can be i g gored with respect to 1 perl:dts
cz
Yl = Yo (1 + v c05^1)
c
Y2 = Yo ( 1 -	 cos^2)
C
The particle now scatters these t,:o frequencies, Jut the scattered light
is also D)L-,pple:- shifted, and In this Doppler shifting, t! c "y " is the
Yl or Y 2 received fixim the original laser source. Hence for Loam, "a"
Y1/2
1 ` = Y 1 HI + v cos^p 3 ', /(1 - v cosp 3 )]
c	 c
wJdch when the C),j)1tissio1i for Y1 above is 1lbstitute,l, JX.!CC'Ws
Y 1 ' = Yo 0 + v cos^ l )(1. + v co:>m3)
c	 c
0R1C ,
OP  ^h JQLq^,^,Y	
T	 when terms on the order of v = with respect to unity arc ignored.
C2
Similarly when we consider the light scattered from beam, #2 in
T
the direction of beam a, wu get to the same- approximation
Y2' = Yo(1 - v cosp 2 )(1 + v cos^3)
	
.^	 c	 c
The subsequent optics combine those two beam.; and "beat" than, together
giving the differ—.nce frequencies into the p}lotomultiplier
r Hence the signal to the p.m. is
	
•^	 Y1' - Y 2 ' _ (1 + v cosp 3 + v— cos^ l -4•v 2 cos©lcos^3)
Y	 c	 c	
C2
	
j 	 o
- (1 + V— cos^ 3 - v cosm 2 — v2 cos02cosp3)
	
c	 c	 C2
making the sarre approximations us above, we Bet
Y ; , - Yz ' = v ccsQ 1 + v cosh 2
c	 c
Yo
If we let Y B = Y,' - Y2 ' , where Y B is the beat frequcncy, t^:rn
Y 3 = Yov (cos^l + cosd2)
c
But Yo/c - 1/ao is the vacuvr: wavelength of the original laser
radiation, then
,AMR&	 YB = v_ (cos^ l {-cosb2)
Xo
Note the inpertant result that no ratter v`iat an,-'_e thrcu; }1 w`.:ch
the scatterLnr-, o c_curs , the hcterodync cr beat fry uc_ncy is V o s re .
17us	 i	 'ie^ or m-,:.-_} ^....i l l^^- r_•_ r*ic ice t^. r:. ,lrr^ r s _} 1 > in
conycntic,;..: ZScat;c:r'L	 :ncc 1' '.it	 ] tt	 (-.!r i	 o-)] 1,'CLE:d
over a larr.c solid il:wle, .:: :i l ! Cif i`1\'Lli • il 3 1: i • '!'.':: SIT; x; 1 dolle
In corlycnticc: ,. is 1T ,:it Scdtl cr ulj,..
Hence we miy deterirdne the particle velocity frc::n thi:: final
expression solved for v
v	 XoYB
co5 fl , l + ca:,4-.,If
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LA ^I.Particle Accelerator._ _r
It is desired here to accelerate particles in such a way that
the final velocity of these particles is some known function of their
	
€ gi g	size. Thus we can measure this final velocity using the heterodyning
technique described above, and consequently infer the particle size.
There are some theoretical difficulties here. The transport
	
_	 of particles by a gas stream e.g. through a nozzle accelerating the
gas flow Us not been settled in the liTerature, Le, one using
	
a	
different treatments, gets different results. Thus I. will report
the unpublished results of Yanta, which he as checked against
f	 experiments for spherical rarticles, that are accelerated through
a small supersonic nozzle, such as shown in Appendix I. These
results are seen in the following graph, where on the ordinate
has been plotted the particle velocity, and on the abscissa, the
diameter of the particle in microns. Thus in use one would meav ina
the frequency, perform the calculation indicated in the a),,e
equation to find v, go to the graph or interpolate into the tables
frm which the graph came, and find the corresponding pu^ticle size.-
These results were computed for spherical oil droplets of density
assumed equal to 1 gmlcm 3 . We are currently working on still smaller
nozzles, which will provide for higher Mach numbers achieved in
shorter distances. The one currently under construction will be
capable of imp s ting to the gas molecules accelerations up to 9
million "g's"' The particle lag and therefore the particle size
differentiatior. should be significantly greater than shorn below
in the Yanta work.
DIAMETER OF PARTICLE
IN MICRONS
a1
E	 7
z
-_ - - - _-	 It- is important to advert to the 1 gm/cm3 assumltion. Tn effect it
states that the particle size aetermine: by tTus method is that- --	 - ---
of the. equivalent sphere of density u1 MVan". This is "a limitation
in,this mathod but perhaps not as serious a -one as say, the assumption
made in conventional light scattering, of the atrspheric aerorol
having the same index as the calibrating polystyrene.- To see this,
we need refer to one of the published theo. , es for the Dynamics of
Dusty Gases7 .
(1) o =la t h 3 1 1 dP
-K Y P dC
where u Cl) is the first order calculation of t** difference be'_we-.!n
the gass velocity and the panicle velocity, called the particle slip, 	 3
'	 $o is the speed of sound at the point of measur.:rreat of slip velocity,
is the average ratio of specific heats, for air %1.4 ; L, = m/ftov
aikwze m is the particle mass c is the stokes racL.s, ^, is the viscosity
of-air, p is the pressure of the gals, and ^ is the scaled length, X/L,
L being the total length and x is the distance along the nozzle. Sub-
stituting into this expression typical values for viscosity, velocity
of sound, etc., ;,m have at x = L
ustl) = 2.2 x 109m uo Ap
• 0 1. P
where Ap is the pressta-e difference across the nozzle and v is the press^am
at x = L. and uo is the gas velocity at the same point x = •,.,.
Let us now assur,­_ a spherical shape for the particle. This is not a
serious limitation as we are irate=^ested in the equivalent spherical shape
for aerosols in their prooaration studies, etc., specifically their pro-
pagation in aerodynamic situations, e.g. flow, dispersicn, and passage
through the huuran respiratory system. Hence we can mite -
US	 = 4 n0 3p uo Ap X 2.2 X 10 9 , or
a	 Lp
us(1) = 9 X 109 uo A 02p
LP
Nowv=110 - (uo - v)
V =' uo - uS(l) . Hence
V = uo(1 - 9 X 109 Ate.02p), which we can carbine with the hetsrcdyne
LP
equation at the bottom of page 5 to get for the spherical (Stokes) radius:
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It is important to see that as 0'1/2 so the effect of the dcnsit = vuriation
is greatly diminished. (The "error" is divided in half as opposkd"to being
doubled as is done in conventioml light scattering.) It must tie pointed
out, however, that this dependence on p'-172 may introduce significant
errors especially in aerosols of the heavy metals.
"
IV. Signal Processing.
Undoubtedly the strongest asset of the LADS with respect to con"'.. -
tional ligf-,t scattering is the fact that the signal output from a scattering
particle has the size information in the form of a fixed frequency--thi-z: is, 	 N
the frequengy of the radiation varies as the size of the scattering pan,-ticle.
This is in contrast to nonveational scattering in wt ►ich the amplitude of
the pulse of radiation is proportional to the particle size.
Because of a wide band pass amplifiers must be used in conventional
light scattering (in order not to destroy the pulse-height size information)
ene is limited in ultimate size because the small particles begin to look
like the dark current noise, and the size information is lost in this noise.
In contrast, the LADS signal may be anglified by a very narraw ban--'
pass -amplifier without los-L g any i the s2&1a 1_ size info^ ation , but
cutting out most of the noise. Consequently the signal to noise ratio
is greatly enhanced and the ultimate pa rticle size can be extender elowm.-
ward most sig ificantly. For example, ,rith the =—rent LAD S and sore
differencing of signals, preliminarily studied, the unprocessed siL--ial
to noise ratic for 0.481u particles is about 6 or 8 to 1, with processing
by using a naz:roca band pass amplifier, the signal to noise ratio is
improved at least 10-fold. This implies that the ultimate size which
can be studied is on the order of about 1/10 of what can be studied in
conventional light scattering, if the only limitation is due to detectibity.
Note, hmever, the smaller particles are significantly more difficult to
accelerate, and therein might lie the preponderant lindtati.on in the mothW.
Presently, then, using, the supersonic nozzle described in App. ndix 1, the
lower lir,.it on size seems to be 0.25u. If this nozzle is scaled do —n in
size, as with the new nozzles there is no appamnt reason w4;y par,lcic"-^
as small as 0.11i and perhaps smaller cannot Ix! accelerated to the :,pods
necessary for rvasur enmt .
Some mention has been hide previously about processing the signal
fmn the photomultiplier. It seem: that a simplc, yet very sznsitive
praceckav i : to u:;c a radio mcu iver whlcJ1 lists its output rot uiected to
a counter. 'I'lie arrangement is seen in block Io ra below.
ORIGINAL p
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As a particle of a particular size comes through the nozzle* the
output is as shown, i.e., a pulse modulated sinusoid. This is very
preferentially amplified by the narrow band pass amplifier (the
receiver) and the denn-dulated output--a pulse- -is fed into the counter.
If the flow rate is known and the counter is set to count for a fixed
time, the number of this particular aerosol per unit volume, can thus
	
U	 be accurately, sensitively and inexpensively determined. This method
is somewhat restrictive in that the scanning mist be manually performed,
i.e., a certain frequency is "dialled" and the counts are made. If,
however, the receiver is modified slightly, replacing the tuning capacitor
with a varactor, the tuning can be done electrically by a small potential
change, making; scanning; progrmnrable and automatic. It seems passible
to replace the counter/scaler in this later scheme and use an x-y plotter.
On the y-axis would be plotted the number of countz, on the x-axis the
potential across the varactor, which would indicate the frequency of the
scattering particle, which would indicate its velocity, which: in turn
would indicate its size. Consequently a count versus size plot could
be printed out virtually in real time, automatically.
Facilities available for the work:
The Physics Department occupies about 5000 square feet in the
basement of the Instructional Laboratory building. We currently
have available for research approximately :,b0,000 worth of test
equipment. Also components, amplifiers, power supplies and oscil-
lators which originally amounted to $230,000 wren they were assembled
into a radiometer the Departmrnt evaluated now belong to the Depart-
mn:nt of Physics. Additionally, We have a complete rrachine shop
including lathe, milling; machine, drill press;, gi-irder, power hack-
saw, belt sander, etc. Also we have two complete hig}i-vacuum sy:,tem_;,
one of which can serve as vacuum evaporator for alurrdnizing mirror:;,
etc. Finally our advanced laboratory which is used forrrkilly in
instruction of our advanced students provide: on a loan basis
another $50,000 worth o; sophisticated equij»rmnt to include courtier
scalers, pom2r supplies, and the like. Currently there is an unused
laboratory of approximately 720 square feet available 'or this
project.
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STATUS OF THE WORK:
AerosolE.^e_neration: 	 _ -
sssentially the entire LADS system has been completed but the calibration
and checking is not yet finished. To do this requires generation of knc.wn-size
test aerosols. We are currently using two aerosol generators seen in the figures
below. One (on the left) is simply an aspirator of water suspended aerosol
particles (latex spheres available from, Dow Chemical Corporation). While
electron micrographs of these aerosols show geat homogeniety, in practice
because of the electrostatic attraction, diners and higher combinations are
generated, and the aerosol loses its required nonodispersed quality. Also
water droplets tend to be atomized and while drying is attempted (in an agitation
tube where the aerosol is mixed with nitrogen), it is not always successful, and
another source of extraneous aerosols is introduced. Additionally the water
vapor tends to freeze into small ice crystals upon experiencing the large
temperature drop upon passage through the supersonic nozzle, causing further
problems.
For these reasons "ile generator on the right has been constructed. It
is a modification of the generator of Liu et. al. 6 in which aerosols are
generated by condensation of vapor on impurities in the original Di-octyl
phthalate (DOP).
The size of the aer- sols thus formed is determined sensitively by the
percent volume concentration of DOP in alcohol in the collision atomizer and
-'	 not so sensitively by the temperature. of the nichro.ne heater as shown. We
have successfully used this system to ret aerosols from about 0.05 U to several
micrometers diameter. This system has many advantages over the simple aspirator
system, a very important one being that alcohol instead of water is used, greatly
eliminating the problems of small droplets and ice crystals which give extraneous
aerosols in the aspic-4tor generator.
.,pause tr:; homogeniety of the aerosols formed in the condensation generator,
it is possible to check the size of the aerosols being generated by an optical
.a
" shown in the figure on the right Here-the
-_.
semsols to be checked 3ror site enter fkft	 too, --- - - --
scatter collimated light to a right angle prism
which array be rotated about a vertical axis to any s
angle of scattering. Tyndal scattering taws place7
and if one rotates tlr- prim and attached eyepiece
until. the 'Tyrbdal red scattering nlinet+ is obtainedt
he can use the relationship 4
DP = loe-0.7
where Deis the diameter of the particle in microns and 8
is the scattering angle in degrees at which the red scattering line is observed.
Actually a sharp iine is not seen, rather a broad (a couple of degrees broad)
region of pinkish red is observed. One can estimate the middle of this :^egion
to about one degree, making readings for Dp to be precise to about ± 2%. Thus
fimm the data reported by Liu et. al. for given concentrations of DOP and given
heater voltages, one can predict the approximate ,aerosol size to be generater'.
This can then be checked as the aerosol is passed through the "owl." In thr
one size range under stay, the theory of Liu et. al. predicts O.61 'u t 0.11'
diameter particles, and the "owl" measures 0.61 u ± 0.012 u. The agreement
excellent.
Nozzle development:
It has been observed that the rc::zle shown in Appendix I requires an
impractically large mechanical pump to reach the requisite pressure ratio for
the k".ach 5 flow which is desired. Two alternatives have been used: a) a ballast
tank-- here a tank of about 0.Sr. 3 was found, cleaned and checked for vacumi tight-
ness. It was found to be able to hold a vacuum of 5 or 6 x 10-5 mm Hg. In use
the ballast tank is pumped down to its ultimate vacuum and then the pimping system
is closed off. The evacuated ballast tank is then connected to the Mach 5 nozzle,
and the pressure ratios required for Mach 5 flow should ensue. However,we have
not been able to find particles moving at Mach 5 speeds, when this method is
used. Also the "run" lasts only 20 or 30 seconds, with a time delay for the
next run of from 15 to 20 minutes as the ballast tank: is re-evacuated. Addition-
ally the tank itself becomes coated with DOP or polystyrene aerosols, making
subsequent "pump-downs" even more time consuming. Because of these difficulties,
a family of nozzles has been designed with very small throat diameters. 'These
are very intricate and the techniques of drilling holes of 0.0135 in., with
conical tapers had to be developed. This was.done, however, and satisfactory
supersonic nozzles of the type seen in Appendix II were developed and used.
With these very small supersonic nozzles, it is unnecessary to have the ballast
tank, eliminating the r_umber of . difficulties cited above. We do have the
difficulty of not having a very large fore pump. With the system of nozzle
and fore pump we have available, it is possible to get continuous 1^aeh 2.7 flew.
This'is most satisfactory as it allows for continual adjustments to be made on
the systLn, checking for alignment, tuning of the receiver, etc. However in the
final configuraticn of the system higher Mach flows will be required. 'These can
be achieved by either having higher speed pumps or wing the ixillast tank procedure.
If the latter is chosen, runs greatly in excess of 20 or 30 seconds will be possible
becau.e of the relatively small apertures of the nozzles now in use. After the
• • • M
M
Y
_	 -
Preliminarsr results: Seen , in the figure on the
versus counts data for 0.61 micror, sized particles.
at 31 'MHz; the actual experirmntal peak is seen
to be close to the theoretical valse at about
31 MHz, with a half-width of about 10 MHz. It
is not known why the width is so la %e, nor
has there seen any attempt to take data at
different points along the flc7,. Much work
needs to be done here as well as taking data
as a function of different positions in the
flow. (The present nozzle and test chamber
can be moved in 3 orthogonal directions
with respect to the intersecting bew-s,
so that readings can be rude at any place
in the flow.)
right are sore o`' thy. frequency
The theoretical pea.'- c.c curs
*M *raw ` &.*Two*
^ «11/1S:
An apparatus for particle size measurements '.^.as been constructec' which obviates
most of the limitations of conventional light scattering: it does not deFw--nu can the
index of refraction of the aerrsol being measured (it does depend In an insensitive
way upon the aerosol density), it has significantly smaller particle size study
cap gbility-- perhaps: down to 0.1 u particles, and it .Ls relatively inexpensive
allowing deployment on a wide ::scale for continual monitoring of the concentration
and 'size of the atmospheric aerosol at specific sites.
'The apparatus has been tested for a single size aerosol. WYiat is needed
further is caliLZration, further testing, and r emote deployment. As a major alter-
nate energy source seems to be coal, rather noted (infamous) for its particulate
mission, small-particle particulate monitoring becomes even more important than
it has been in the past. Further, this monitoring must be eosentially in real time
as high particulate emission needs to be curtailed rapidly to preclude serio+ls
wide-spread respiratory afflictions. The present apparatus may well offer t2,ese
capabilities.
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